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Negligence of Phrase Indexing in Search Engines
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ABSTRACT: Currently, search engines suffer from conceptual problems despite the application of refi ned techniques. The 
fundamental problem lies in the absence of classical information processing concepts in search engine processing. The 
limitation of search engines in phrase processing is highlighted in this paper. The results of search engine retrievals are 
compared with propriety database search results. The inferences if applied in search engine processing would lead to high 
precision in search engine retrievals.
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1. Introduction

Today’s web environment is impelling individuals and organizations to shift into the so-called online-dependent information 
world. This emerging growth requires suitable information systems, electronic content processing support, effective search 
system, etc.

The information processing techniques followed in web are complex as each search engine is unique in deploying methods 
and technologies. However the processing systems in domains follow lightweight algorithms to match new documents with 
those stored in a database, rapidly focuses on the information that is required(1) In a rather different way, general techniques 
address the diversifi ed requirements and present solutions to offset the complexity, forcing the existing systems refi ned. 

2. Query Syntax 

Currently despite the complex algorithms, there are many limitations in the web content processing systems. The poor preci-
sion of retrievals is the result of both the search engines limitations and ambiguity in concept expression by users in terms 
of too general words. Despite the availability of search assistance such as search keys, query refi nements and other advance 
search options, typical users employ free text words and pose queries without using qualifi ers for search terms. To offset the 
limitations and to improve the search effectiveness, both query expansion during either before search or after preliminary 
search are employed and efforts are made to improve the content processing.  
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Despite the structured ways of processing, the popular search engines such as ‘google’ suffer from poor precision in retrievals. 
They are away from the application of concept-based indexing. This problem is compounded by the fact that most of the web 
users are novice with the lack of search knowledge. Many users tend to make too general queries where they use mostly one 
word as query. About 70% of searches in Infoseek contain just one word (2). A way to improve the search results is to employ 
more search terms or phrase. However, users cannot be directed to use phrases and more terms in searching. A fl exible and 
robust search mechanism should allow for free text search where users can use any word and term and the retrieval could 
result in better precision. Such a system considers the ambiguity in the queries and brings forth the refi ned results. 

All search engines follow a typical processing which dictates the search process. Most of the searching systems use the key-
words given in queries and match with descriptors identifi ed in the indexed texts and retrieve the pages and documents. The 
matching between text descriptors and index terms leads to retrieval. The basic problem here is that all retrieved results are 
not relevant and the relevant ones are not totally relevant to the query. Hence, the retrievals are ranked based on the degree 
of relevance. Ranking algorithms employed in retrieval are many; some are explicit and others are intriguing.  

3. Conceptual units in processing 

The search engines unfortunately provide weight to terms rather than concepts. In indexing, the fragmented term feeding 
plays a central role and the design should address this issue in a way to offset the limitations from the users. While many 
experiments tested hyperlink structure to determine relevance, they provide little emphasis for the term frequency in retrieval.  
The above propositions lead to understand the inputs essential for designing retrieval systems. In many earlier design stud-
ies(3,4,5,6), term frequency was given prominence and designers (see for example Kilgarriff 3) supported for accepting the 
term which occurs within a document with more frequency than other terms of a document. 

Term Proximity or word occurrence in documents as phrase captures the texts that are related to the query terms. Phrase 
constitution with associative or proximity words which occur with high frequency than the rest of the phrases have semantic 
relatedness with the query term. The retrieval design could consider this factor and incorporate as an element. 

The ‘disband’ of terms in the retrieval is a primary cause for retrieval ineffi ciency. Words are the carriers of concepts but the proper 
sensing of the concepts by words is the determining factor in retrieval design. Identifying the word association leads to improve 
the concept detection in texts and this is enabled by the identifi cation of phrases from the text against the query terms. 

4. Related studies

The information retrieval research has addressed the term frequency widely and attributed a positive value to this approach. 
The use of phrase as query than the words has positive impact in retrieval. The limitation of short query without using phrase is 
highlighted in the TREC experiments. These experiments reported that retrieval effectiveness dropped when short queries were 
used. (7, 8) As indicated in the earlier passages, the users, particularly the novice, continue to pose short queries. It is the design 
that could address the issues by interfacing the query with the phrase in the text so that the context preserved in retrieval.

The relationship between the documents and the query terms in retrieval is extensively addressed in (9, 10) which offer 
empirical analyses to support the refi ning the query terms by offering proper interfaces. Phrases have long been used to 
supplement word-based indexing in IR systems [11, 12, 13], yet these methods have not been widely applied to document 
clustering. (14) An enhanced technique for text processing is the use of the co-appearance of pairs of words as the attributes 
of the documents’ vector representations [15]. The words and phrase frequency is not the only option for web page retrieval; 
equally signifi cant is the ranking of such retrieval. Ranking of retrieval needs to be properly focused to ensure the rich retrieval 
and has been given emphasis in many experiments (16, 17, 18, 19, and 20).

Thus, the propositions posted here give strength to the term and phrase frequency and the word frequency dependent ranking 
in retrieval. In the discussions below we have presented empirical results emerged from the testing of web search retrieval 
and presented the keys to the search engine retrieval systems. 

5. Systems

In the light of the foregoing discussions, we have initiated exercises to address the limitations by drawing illustrations from 
search engine retrieval and shown how the keywords and their frequency play central role in web information retrieval.
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To understand how the web searches retrieve pages, the normal procedure is to feed searching terms and test the retrieved 
results for relevancy, volume of hits and other parameters. In many search environments, users typically employ keyword 
searches which consist of free words in disassociate form. The faulty retrieval continues to occurs because of the disassociate 
feeding of query terms. Hence, we employed typical associative searches by feeding phrases in selected (popular in terms of 
users’ preference) search engines such as Google, Lycos, All the web and Alta vista. A search, even in a perfectly constructed 
query would retrieve large fi les with varying relevance. The indexing algorithm is believed to be rich in semantics and syn-
tactic when the retrievals are ranked by decreasing degree of relevance. However, in search engine retrieval, the voluminous 
retrievals are distributed unevenly without any logical relevance structure. When users restrict their access to the top ones 
the semantically rich text remains untapped. Thus, the retrievals can be weighed for relevance and it is benefi cial to estimate 
how the high relevant retrievals occupy the top ranks. The ranking techniques employed by the search engines have consider-
able infl uence on their retrieval effectiveness. The retrieval thus is estimated for the relevance as judged by experts. The top 
hundreds in each of the search engines are posted to the focus group experts and their evaluation is measure in a fi ve point 
scale ranging from very low or no relevance to high relevance. The mean score of them is estimated for each retrieval and 
the total 100 retrievals are grouped into ten groups, each group constitutes ten pages. The relevance score in an ideal retrieval 
is likely to decrease from the fi rst cluster to the succeeding ones. The exercise measures how the mean relevance values are 
distributed over the clusters and the extent of relevance dispersion. 

Further, the retrieval from the propriety databases are examined for the degree of relevance in accordance with the above 
described method. Since the propriety databases are constructed manually based on the pre-determined key words, they could 
ensure more effi cient retrievals. The next step moves ahead to fi nd the phrase concentration index. The phrase concentration 
index is defi ned as the ratio between the phrase occurrence in texts and the total words in the text. This measure seems to be 
somewhat raw as it measures the relation between terms and phrases. However, if an exercise measures the total phrases in 
texts, multiple phrases cause overlapping and counting problems. The theory behind the phrase concentration index measure 
is to know the correlation between the search phrases and text keys. 

Another measure employed is the phrase frequency index of texts. The occurring phrases in all retrieved texts are subjected 
to all phrases identifi cation in the texts and the phrases are ranked for their frequency. The search phrase matching is carried 
out for all retrieved texts and the rank of the search phrase is fi xed which the phrase frequency index is. If both the phrase 
frequency rank and the phrase concentration index decreases with cluster, the ranking technique employed in searches would 
be highly acceptable and would match with users’ relevance. 

6. Analysis

While many studies have presented the web retrievals and examined the relevance by evaluators’ perception, our search results 
have presented a different type of analysis. The results from selected search engines for phrase search are posted for expert vali-
dation which is a departure from the previous studies. The simple reason behind the presentation of the results of phrase search 
is that even users pose structured queries, search engines return voluminous answers and still most of them are irrelevant. 

In order to test the validity of the prepositions described above, we have extracted from web against queries and conducted 
relevance measurement. The web pages collected from the searches were parsed to obtain the word frequencies contained in 
the resources. The pages range from snap shots to text fi les, home pages and large text sets. 

Four different selected phrases are included for searching in four search engines, Google, Alta vista, Lycos and All the Web. 
These phrase queries return large voluminous retrieval as given in the table 1. 

The number of hits from search engines depends on the size of the pages indexed by them. The large sets of retrievals pose for-
midable problem to the users in one way and however the root of this disorientation problem is not in number per se, but in one 
aspect of an otherwise unknown ranking algorithm. The searches return weakly related documents and snippets that do not enjoy 
any relevance to the query. The search engines hide the fact that the relevance is unevenly distributed among retrieved fi les. 

Search terms Google Alta vista Lycos All the web 

1. Grid Computing  9,893,000 6,340,000 873,700 887000

2. Computer Network 12,306,400 7,040,000 2,498,005 8950000

3. Research Collaboration 1,45 0,000 945,000 149,300 947000

4. Information Growth 47,000 57,500 17,000 53000

Table 1. Results of Phrase Search in Search Engines 
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While it is demonstrated about the size of retrieved fi les from search engines retrieval, the structured propriety databases con-
structed in disciplines have different way of indexing where most of the coverage comes from manual effort. These databases are 
considered to be highly structured as the system of predefi ned format enable to ensure more relevance than the web searching. 
However, we would project the fact that still the way of processing is also prone to irrelevance and low precision.

The phrase searching of the four selections are carried out in three databases including the beta scholar search engine, ‘google 
scholar’. As google scholar is produced form the database sources and believed to be a refi ned search engine than the general 
search engines, it is also used to analyse. The Science Direct is a major full text database which is indexed from the full text 
of 1900 plus scientifi c journals. The indexing system of it, even not explicitly given, is highly structured and the key words 
are based on the terms given in the full text. It permits to search for the key terms available not only in titles or journal key 
words but from the full text also. The third is the web of science produced by the Institute for Scientifi c Information which 
is based on citations and logically connects the scientifi c papers.   

The search carried out for the search engines are also used to retrieve fi les or full text from the propriety databases. The results 
given below enable to sense the size as well as to understand the degree of structured results. 

Search terms Scholar Science Direct Web of Science

Grid Computing 11000 122 763

Computer Network 191,000 1220 368

Research Collaboration 7,980 117 162

Information Growth 357 76 9

Table 2. Results of Phrase Search in Propriety Databases

 The number of hits is determined by the volume of coverage rather than the relevance size. The inclusion of fi les in the above 
semi/full structured sources is highly skewed. This is mainly because for the databases other than google scholar, the target 
sources are limited as they index only highly selected ones. 

 While the searches brought a large volume of hits, the present study scanned the fi rst selections, i.e., 100 of all web and 
propriety databases searches. As the search processing systems do not say about the degree of relevance between query 
term and retrievals, and all retrievals are not equally related to queries, it becomes essential to understand the relevance. As 
indicated in the section 4, the relevance score is calculated for both search engine and database retrievals. The relevance 
measurement carried out in the current exercise is manual based on expert validation with a focus group. 7 Experts were 
invited to measure the relevance of retrieval to the queries posted. The queries and search results are transferred to them thro 
servers and analysed their judgments for relevance. 

Hence, it could not be possible to measure for all hits, and the top 100 of them are selected and presented to experts group 
who validated the relevance by using a fi ve point scale that range from 1 to 5 (no or very little relevance to perfectly relevant) 
which is converted into the relevance score like correlation measurement, 0 to 1. To apply this parameter, the top 100 full text 
fi les were given to them. These 100 are grouped into ten clusters based on their ranks where the fi rst ten forms the cluster 
one. The ten clusters of retrievals with their mean relevance score is given in the table 3.

Cluster Mean Relevance Score

1 0.42

2 0.32

3 0.16

4 0.54

5 0.18

6 0.34

7 0.06

8 0.28

9 0.12

10 0.14

Table 3. Mean Relevance of web searchers validated by experts 
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The correlation values between the clusters and relevance score is calculated. A logical ranking should offer high level rel-
evance for the top and lower values for the further ranks. 

The correlation is found to be insignifi cant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). In an ideal search process, the retrieval relevance de-
creases with rank. However, the web searches result in skew ness where the relevance is not only low but values are deviated 
and the following fi gure (fi gure 1) also supports the interpretation. 

It is documented that the users rely more on structured databases than the web processing for information access. We have 
proceeded to estimate the relevance between user queries and retrievals in databases search. We took the fi rst 100 for the 
google scholar and 20 each for the Scopus and Web of Science databases with an exception for the retrieved fi les from web of 
science for the search phrase ‘information growth’ as the hit is very less for which we took only the top fi ve and the relevance 
scores are given below in the table 4.

The probability and reality if matches with each other, the validity of ranking could be documented. The observation of the 
above table reveals the inconsistent relevance in the clusters with respect to all the propriety databases, however the WOS 
and science direct have less scattering and it is evident from the fi gure below. The mean relevance among ten clusters for the 
propriety databases are 0.44, 0.59, and 0.62 for scholar, Science direct and WOS respectively. 

In the next stage, we have identifi ed how the search terms and phrases are available in the text of the retrieved fi les and how 
signifi cant they are to the text. This is measured as detailed in section ….., the phrase index by two principal mechanisms, 
viz., the rank of the phrase frequency in the text and phrase concentration index. 

Both the web searches and database searches are subjected to these two measures and the results are available in the follow-
ing tables 3 and 4. 

Correlations

VAR00001 VAR00002

VAR00001 Pearson Correlation 1 -.560

Sig. (2-tailed) . .092

 N 10 10

VAR00002 Pearson Correlation -.560 1

 Sig. (2-tailed) .092 .

 N 10 10

Correlation between clusters and relevance score

Figure 1. Dispersion of relevance score of web search with clusters 
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Relevance Score
Clusters Google Scholar WOS Science Direct

1 0.35 0.87 0.93
2 0.50 0.67 0.83
3 0.41 0.53 0.39
4 0.26 0.64 0.64
5 0.51 0.73 0.60
6 0.30 0.51 0.58
7 0.66 0.62 0.49
8 0.38 0.42 0.69
9 0.52 0.39 0.55
10 0.54 0.48 0.49

Table 4.  Mean Relevance of Propriety Databases searchers validated by experts

In web searches using phrases, when the phrase used for search occurs with more frequently in the web fi les, the relevance 
is high. It is visible from the two measures, Phrase Frequency Rank and the Phrase Concentration Index. In the case, the 
cluster 4, the concentration index is high and the occurrence of the search phrases is also very high in the retrieved fi les. The 
concentration values decrease with the decrease of the frequency rank thus support the argument that the term frequency and 
particularly the phrase frequency ensure a high semantic retrieval. 

  Figure 2.  Dispersion extent of relevance consistency for three searches

Clusters Phrase Frequency Rank Phrase Concentration Index 

1 13 0.035

2 15 0.033

3 6 0.027

4 2 0.058

5 18 0.031

6 21 0.029

7 38 0.019

8 24 0.016

9 53 0.004

10 28 0.012

Table 5. Phrase Frequency Rank and Phrase Concentration Index of Web search  results
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Correlations

VAR00001 VAR00002

VAR00001 Pearson Correlation 1 .683
 Sig. (2-tailed) . .029
 N 10 10
VAR00002 Pearson Correlation .683 1
 Sig. (2-tailed) .029 .
 N 10 10

Correlation is signifi cant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The correlation between Phrase Frequency Index and Phrase Concentration Index are proved to be signifi cant and recalls the 
earlier mismatch between the clusters and experts focus group decision on relevance. 

The high occurrence of search phrases in texts and their top ranks in frequency are very important and they should form the 
core key words in the key words database. 

7. Summary

Improvements in indexing of web pages could be possible if search engines can review their strategies of indexing particularly 
the term and phrase frequencies.  We have documented that from the testbed phrase relation between the query and text is 
signifi cant in retrieval and the experiments conducted reinforce indexing process.  

The major limitation of the search engines is that users feed multiple key words that are conjunctive from user’s perception, 
where they are treated by search engines as disjunctive. The retrieval depends on other factors such as relevant documents 
in the collection, the ability of parsing web pages by search engines, relevance assessment, etc.

The processing is not limited to word or phrase frequency as they consider syntactic aspect in indexing. The semantic rich-
ness of retrieval is preserved only when the indexing concentrates on concepts. 
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